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representing
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5000+

companies

E-IDENTIFICATION (e-ID) AND ONLINE
TRUST SERVICES
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For merchants, it is key to verify the identity
of the consumer. For consumers, properly
functioning and reliable e-identification can
help secure their online identities. Electronic
signatures and e-identification mechanisms
increase trust in the electronic commerce
market. e-Identification schemes based on real
IDs verified by the government (or another
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Ecommerce Europe therefore calls upon
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e-ID service providers to deliver trustworthy
and efficient solutions that are sustainable
for the years to come.

6. Provide an overview of (trusted) eidentification

mechanisms

for

merchants and consumers
Clear communication concerning e-ID to all
stakeholders is needed. Since e-ID is a tool
to foster trust for online purchases, the
communication towards all stakeholders –
merchants and consumers – should be
comprehensive and should provide clarity.
Ecommerce

Europe

calls

upon

governments to facilitate this process by
providing an overview of (trusted) eidentification mechanisms for merchants
and consumers.
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